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Abstract
BITCONEY is a game token created for "Crypto Bunny" mobile game, a free play to earn crypto 
game. The players in the game are rewarded with CB coins which they can convert to 
BITCONEY tokens and withdraw to their wallets. The game in a way mimics the Bitcoin mining 
process and has similar properties of Bitcoin like difficulty increase, Block reward halving, etc. 
Crypto Bunny gives the players the ability to mine the blocks while competing with other players 
in a fun way.   

Crypto Bunny is a game that recreates the process of Bitcoin mining by adding fun for 
the players during the game mining process. 

The game is aimed at the diverse gaming community which can get easily onboarded 
from regular platforms. Our main line of comparison lies within the traditional gaming market 
with the same players being targeted as our audience. Crypto Bunny has the 
potential to attract millions of gamers, and an associated greater opportunity for revenues.

The game is designed in a way to allow players to be part of bringing the BITCONEY tokens in 
to circulation by mining the CB coins. Players also enjoy that they don't need to spend 
money to play(if they don't want to) and can still earn the rewards.

Crypto Bunny is the brainchild of Webiverse Technologies India Private Limited, a technology 
company that is majorly focused on developing games. In Crypto Bunny, Webiverse is bringing 
a collaboration with Samedha Technologies to connect the game with blockchain for BITCONEY 
token withdrawals and cuirculation.

Crypto Bunny is currently in beta testing and will be released soon for Android and IOS devices. 
The intent now is to fund this team as a new company, developing Crypto Bunny so 
it becomes a commercial success introducing millions of players to blockchain.
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Introducing Crypto Bunny

Game Overview
Crypto Bunny recreates the Bitcoin mining experience in an exciting way. Blocks can be mined 
by the players to earn BITCONEY tokens. Just like Bitcoin's mining algorithm, the game 
increases the difficulty and reduces the block rewards periodically. During the game play, 
players can compete with each other by attacking and defending using special powers and can 
do a lot more.

Business Objectives, Market and Target audience
Crypto Bunny is a game for a large global audience of players in general. Absolutely 
no prior knowledge about cryptocurrencies is needed. Because of that, we compare mainly 
with the normal game market, and target the same players. A much bigger audience than 
previously seen in the field of blockchain gaming, and an associated larger opportunity for 
revenues.

Games that are too complex and offer too many things don't make the player experience any 
better. Crypto Bunny offers just enough features to make the game fun and playable for 
everyone without having to remember too many things and refer to tutorials every time. Keeping 
the game simple and not huge attracts more players and keeps the retention rate high.

Market

Target audience

The target audience for Crypto Bunny game are the existing Android and IOS users who play 
games on their devices. We hope to bring more new users to play the game and earn 
BITCONEY through our marketing strategies.
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What sets this project apart?

● We are in a very interesting time period where play to earn games start trending.
● There are very few games if not none, that are play-to-earn games which let players

play and earn rewards for free without any ads.
● The game philosophy is memorable and historical. I.e, we use “Crypto Bunny” as a

central figure in the game to compete with other Crypto Bunnies to mine and earn CB
coins. Human psychology like the fact that they are earning by competing with others.
Also, the Crypto Bunny is cute. Cute sells.

● The game can be played as playing any other game. It's only optional for the players to
use a BITCONEY wallet and withdraw the tokens they earn. Although, we hope all the
players withdraw the tokens they earn.

● We want to attract regular players who want to enjoy the gameplay experience. But for
those interested in diving deeper into the game, there is a space for blockchain
enthusiasts as well.

Goals
Millions of users
With the unique style and large interest in these kinds of games, as well as the unique element 
we bring, we think the game can compete in the market and share similar numbers as the other 
games, reaching millions of users. Mainly, as no previous experience or interest in blockchain or 
cryptocurrencies is required, we aim at fully developing the potential of blockchain economy, 
while abstracting its complexity from the users.

Current Status: Game in the final phases of development & testing
Crypto Bunny has been developed during 2022, and now has several key components 
done. See this demo to see what we have: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=oxCxUry31Cs 

Crypto Bunny will use BSC blockchain, which has proved to be a popular and reliable blockchain.
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Key game features

Blockchain
The Crypto Bunny game itself mimics Bitcoin blockchain and it's mining process. 
Players are inside the blockchain, mining one block at a time by competing with others to 
get as many rewards as possible. The mining time and difficulty of the blocks will 
be gradually increasing making it harder to earn more rewards per player without 
purchasing special powers.

Hammers

In the game, players could either purchase 
special hammers from the in-app store or use 
the free basic hammer to mine. Special 
hammers have more power and can mine 
faster than the free hammer. There are 3 
types of special hammers.

Gas Attacks
There are 3 types of gas attacks available in the 
game to purchase. Each gas has a range. More 
power gas attacks have bigger range. When 
these attacks are used, any other players in the 
range will be attacked and will lose some of their 
earned gems to the attacking player.

Masks
Masks defend the players from attacks. Masks 
can be purchased from in-app store. Having and 
wearing a mask will defend the player from gas 
attacks and saves the players from losing their 
earned gems.
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Tiles and Gems

Whenever a player mines a tile in the block, they 
earn gems. There are 3 types of tiles. Each type 
of tiles has a fixed number of gems that will be 
rewarded to the player who mined it.

Fake Gems and Fake Gem Detectors

Occassionally, some players inside the block may 
mine fake gems along with the genuine gems. 
Players who mined a fake gem will be 
immediately warned. A red gem flashing will be 
shown to the player warning to get rid of the fake 
gem. The player can still continue to play the 
game but inorder to get rid of the fake gem, the 
player has to tap on the flashing red gem icon and 
then tap on a player to throw the gem into that 
player's pouch. If that player has a special fake 
gem detector and has it turned on, the fake gem 
warning will be displayed. Otherwise, the player 
will not know that another player has thrown a 
fake gem into their pouch. Once the block is 
completely mined, the players who have the fake 
gems will lose 10% of their genuine gems and 
these gems will be equally distributed to the 
players who don't have fake gems.
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Technology

System architecture

Game Core

Backend: Playfab, Azure and Firebase
Playfab is used to maintain user accounts. It’s used for user authentication, user account 
management, user data management, user inventory and purchases. Playfab also manages the 
leaderboards. Azure is used to keep the information about the blocks, it controls the block 
creation, block release schedules and block mining. Firebase is also used for part of the backend 
for analytics, remote configurations and push notifications.

Frontend: Unity
The second layer to the project is the client, developed in unity. It's essential that it is 
fun, feels great and is on par with other multiplayer games on the market. Second biggest is 
the focus on gameplay loops and daily activities with player retention in consideration. We 
also work on connecting the backend with frontend, and multiplayer scalability & 
stability.

Play to earn

94.6% of BITCONEY tokens are reserved for player incentives. By 
mining the tiles in the game, players could earn BITCONEY tokens. This 
design is to encourage player participation in the game and to maintain traction.
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Allocation type Token amount

Initial Token Sale 562 500 

Team 562 500

Game reward 19 875 000

Total 21 000 000

- Token sale. These tokens will be reserved for sale.
- Team and Advisors. These tokens are allocated to founding and non-founding members

of Crypto Bunny.
- Game rewards. These tokens will be used to incentivize those players who earn

tokens by playing Crypto Bunny game. This design is to encourage user participation in
the game and to maintain traction.

Token model
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Team

Webiverse Technologies
Webiverse Technologies is a mobile game development and software development startup, 
located in Hyderabad, India. Established with the idea of making great games with innovative 
stories, we design games that introduce players to new ways of interacting with emerging 
technologies. 

Partners

Samedha Technologies
Samedha Technologies is a software and blockchain development company that developed 
BITCONEY token. Apart from the token development, Samedha has been involved in the Crypto 
Bunny game development since the beginning stages.

Our website for Crypto Bunny and BITCONEY:

https://bitconeytoken.com

*We reserve the right to update this whitepaper and request you to check for the latest updates.

Clarification
When Crypto Bunny provides a gaming function in a country that requires obtaining a rating 
before its launch, it will comply with all local requirements before providing the services




